
Offre de stage niveau Master ou L3 : 

 

Interested in education, politics, or international affairs? 

  

Want to intern for an American organization promoting international peace and cooperation? 

  

ABOUT LEARNING LIFE & ITS CITIZEN DIPLOMACY INITIATIVE 

  

Based in metro Washington D.C., Learning Life is an educational nonprofit devoted to spreading 

knowledge via everyday surfaces, including placemats, coasters and napkins as well as computers, 

laptops and phones. This year, Learning Life is launching its Citizen Diplomacy Initiative, a pilot 

project that will connect families in Washington D.C. with families in other nations of the world via 

“virtual exchange” (i.e., live, video-dialogue via the internet) in order to foster mutual understanding 

and collaboration. 

 

http://letlearninglive.org/dc-citizen-diplomacy-initiative/ 

  

ABOUT THE INTERNSHIP 

  

Learning Life is now recruiting university students in selected countries abroad to help find families in 

their communities willing to engage in virtual exchange with American families, and to facilitate the 

dialogues by securing a location, preparing families for the dialogues, moderating the family-to-

family discussions, collecting family feedback, interpreting, and video recording the dialogues as 

needed. 

  

Student interns will work remotely, in their own countries, but meet once weekly via Skype with 

Learning Life founder, Paul Lachelier, Ph.D. and/or fellow interns in the United States, and otherwise 

communicate via email. 

  

The internship is unpaid, but offers substantive, resume-building experience helping to build a new 

and innovative international exchange program based in the United States. The internship is ideal for 

students interested in education, politics, or international affairs, but others are welcome to apply. 

  

No prior experience necessary, though students must enjoy working with people, be responsible, 

responsive, hard working, have reliable access to high-speed internet, and be strong in spoken and 

written English. It’s also a plus if a student has social ties to many families in their community. 

  

HOW TO APPLY 

  

Simply email your resume in English, French or Spanish to paul@letlearninglive.org. Dr. Lachelier will 

respond personally as soon as possible to schedule an interview with you via Skype. 

http://letlearninglive.org/dc-citizen-diplomacy-initiative/
mailto:paul@letlearninglive.org

